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Chapter 661: Snipe! 

 

The moment Yue Zhong gave the order, all 3 troops rushed for the frontlines. 

"So many zombies!!" Lie Ming Yi rode a Black Scaled Stallion, leading his 3,000 men, quickly locating the 

zombies. He watched them swarm, and his face turned pale. 

A million of them was already a sight to behold, seeing the 4 million zombies felt as though they were 

facing a sea, and there was nothing that could stop them. 

It didn’t matter how strong a person was, charging headlong into this horde was equivalent to suicide. 

Facing such a huge zombie horde, accurate soldiers were more efficient than a single Enhancer. 

Lie Ming Yi surveyed the horde before pointing and giving and order, "Charge!!" 

The 3,000 soldiers swiftly readied their guns and began firing. 

The dense rain of bullets enveloped a large patch of zombies, causing them to fall. 

However, the swarm of zombies immediately turned to face them, making their way to surround them. 

"Retreat!" After a few rounds, Lie Ming Yi waved his hands and called for his troops to retreat quickly. 

After retreating a certain distance, the 2nd Brigade quickly pulled away from the zombies with their 

superior speed. They then turned around to continue firing, killing huge patches of zombies. 

Lie Ming Yi’s 2nd Brigade was filled with 300 Enhancers that had changed their jobs to become Soldiers, 

and they were specially trained to reach Level 30, with their Gun Manipulation Skills at Level 3. Even on 

horseback, they could achieve headshots. 

Under his hit-and-run tactic, Lie Ming Yi and his men quickly disposed of a huge number of zombies, 

without suffering a single casualty. 

On the other side, the 1st Regiment charged forth with its armored battalion, brining 20 tanks, 20 IFVs, 

60 machine gun-mounted vehicles and fired wildly at the zombie horde. The dense rain of heavy fire fell 

upon the zombies, blasting many of them into pieces. Of course, it came at a price, that was the quick 

expenditure of ammunition. 

In front of the large zombie horde, the armored battalion had no choice but to retreat when the 

zombies got close as well. After all, there were Devourers, L3s and L4s, the moment the tanks charged 

right into the horde, those terrifying evolved zombies could demolish them. 

Every single tank and armored vehicle was a powerful weapon against the zombies, and naturally could 

not be destroyed. Yue Zhong’s current production was not enough to support any manufacturing of 

tanks or armored vehicles. 

"What a large zombie horde!!" Hu-er Ran had also reached the frontlines with his 3,000 Grey Wolf 

Riders, his expression similarly ugly when he caught sight of the zombies. 



He turned around and saw his soldiers, each of them holding a rifle, and heaved a sigh of relief. If they 

didn’t have guns, his 3,000 men would definitely be swallowed up if they charged at them. 

The 4 million number was a terrifying figure, Yue Zhong had to utilize every single thing on hand. He 

could not afford to care about Hu-er Ran’s craftiness, and decided to arm them. However, the 1st 

Regiment and 2nd Brigade were equipped with the more advanced stuff, while the 3rd Brigade was 

equipped with the older weapons. 

Although they had all been equipped with weapons, there were too many types, from different places, 

and they had no choice but to try and use them. 

Lian Da Zhong looked at the zombie horde, his face pale, "Let’s just try our best, then we should quickly 

scatter eh?" 

The sight of those zombies truly spooked him. He was a coward, and he couldn’t muster his will to fight. 

Hu-er Ran’s eyes flashed as he spoke solemnly, "No way! This battle concerns the future of my 3rd 

Brigade. We have to do our best!" 

He knew that Yue Zhong had kept him because he had use for him. The moment he showed that his 

value had decreased, he would be sent far away, never to return to the Central Plains. This 3rd Brigade 

that was made up almost of all Mongolians would be scattered and reorganized as well. 

By now, the entire Central Plains was already in Yue Zhong’s hands, Hu-er Ran had no way of revolting. A 

single order from Yue Zhong could put him to death. Unless he was willing to abandon all his 

subordinates, family and loved ones to flee. 

Hu-er Ran glanced at his men, raising his silver curved blade high and roared, "3rd Brigade, aim for 

victory!!" 

"3rd Brigade, aim for victory!!" 

"3rd Brigade, aim for victory!!" 

"..." 

When the soldiers saw Hu-er Ran roaring so passionately, their hearts were filled with valor and loyalty 

to him. These were all his elite soldiers. 

"3rd Brigade, forwards!! Attacke!!" Hu-er Ran pointed his curved blade at the zombies and roared. 

Under his lead, the 3,000 riders charged for the zombies. They were like an arrow that reached about 

100m away from the zombies quickly, pulling out their weapons and firing at the zombies. 

As the bullets and arrows fell, many of the zombies were killed, and they were trampled by the others 

behind. 

As the zombies pushed closer, Hu-er Ran’s men then quickly pulled back and retreated a distance before 

continuing once more. 

The 3 units continued to whittle away at the huge zombie horde, culling a large number of them every 

second. However, the rate was almost negligible, as the horde still continued towards their target. 



Within one of the L4s inside the horde, the huge mutant tentacle-like zombie watched coldly as the rest 

of the zombies were slaughtered one by one. 

Within the horde, a number of Devourers were gobbling up those zombies that had been taken out by 

Yue Zhong’s units. 

A horde that was 4 million strong was simply too terrifying. After fighting for 4 days, the 3 units were 

able to chip away at their numbers, killing 600,000 of them, but they had to retreat to rest. After all, 

there was a limit to how much humans could do. Fighting long battles would wear them out. 

The zombie horde might have lost 600,000 of their numbers, but their speed wasn’t impeded in the 

slightest as they entered Bayan City. 

Soon, they entered the city and began to continue towards the direction of Yinzhou City. 

"Are they intending to converge with the zombies there?" Yue Zhong used the unmanned drones to 

watch the movement, growing suspicious. 

Yinzhou City was a large place in the Central Plains, and had over 2 million population in the past. If the 

3 million zombies were to meet those, the total number would swell to hit almost 6 million. 

Yue Zhong had sent out his 3 units, expending energy and ammunition over the span of 4 days, 

managing to kill about 600,000 of them. Most of them were ordinary zombies. Once the remaining met 

those in Yinzhou City, their numbers would truly be undefeatable. 

"No! I can’t let those 2 groups meet!!" Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed with a resoluteness, and quickly gave a 

flurry of orders. 

As he gave his orders, the 1st Regiment in Mu Yuan County deployed their motorized infantry unit to 

launch an attack at the 3 million of them. 

The Mongolian Troops were also quickly equipped with even more weapons, as they relied on their 

riding skills to take on the zombies. 

As the battle became even more intense, more zombies were being killed. From time to time, some of 

the zombies would retaliate, and the evolved zombies amongst them would manage to kill some 

soldiers. 

Yue Zhong even sent out a huge force of snipers to snipe them, but the horde continued on its slow 

march. 

Ning Yue Gorge was an important channel located on the way towards Yinzhou City. Yue Zhong had 

already deployed the Infantry Brigade of the 1st Regiment as well as Hu-er Ran’s 3rd Brigade to take up 

their stand here. 

After utilizing so many means, and killing such a large number of zombies, they had not done anything 

that could slow the march of the horde. 

Ning Yue Gorge was too important a channel, the moment they got past, the zombies in the nearby 

cities would join up and fill up their ranks. 



Yue Zhong was clear that his troops might be able to kill a million zombie with their powerful firepower, 

but these were ordinary zombies, the true elites within the horde had not been dealt with yet. He 

wasn’t willing to see the 3 million of them joining with the 2 million in Yinzhou City. 

Yue Zhong’s troops had no way of retreating now, the moment they abandoned the Ning Yue Gorge, the 

3 million zombies would quickly converge with the other 2 million. His troops had already expended so 

much effort to wipe out a million, and it would go all to waste. 

Beyond Ning Yue Gorge, the 30,000 survivors were currently setting traps and preparing trenches all 

around the gorge, from afar, it looked like many ants were scurrying about. 

"They’re here!!" Li Guang stood at a vantage point, watching the distance with a cold look. 

At a distance, the ant-like zombies continued to move, and with the passing of time, their numbers grew 

over the horizon, appearing in the sights of the survivors. 

Seeing the approaching lifeless corpses with blank eyes and hole-riddled bodies, with a heavy stench, 

the survivors felt their skin crawl, and started to panic. 

 

  

Chapter 662: Zombie with Art of War! 

 

Zombies were terrifying, with their high infection rate, and the virus with no cure. Survivors who had not 

experienced fighting with them would feel the crippling fear, and did not dare face them. 

"Let the workers retreat!" Li Guang waved his hands and ordered. 

With that, the 30,000 survivors quickly made their way back. 

The vast sea of zombies continued to shamble forwards, in a short while, they got closer to Ning Yue 

Gorge. 

The many traps and structures laid by the survivors began to exhibit their usefulness. 

As the zombies continued to march on, all of a sudden, there was a split of the ground, as a trench of 

about 3m-deep and 20m-wide appeared. Many zombies fell into it, and the zombies behind them 

followed after, trampling those beneath into meat paste. 

The zombies had no intelligence, just a simple trap like this was extremely effective. 

The survivors had prepared this huge pit, which could easily take care of at least thousands of zombies, 

which would be trampled upon by the zombies behind. 

Yue Zhong had used such measures in the past plenty of times, and it had become a powerful tool to 

utilize. 

Many of the zombies continued to fall into the huge trench. The 30,000 survivors had spent 6 days on 

this after all, and the total number of trenches and pits they had dug were over a thousand. 



The sea of zombies had yet to reach the soldiers at Ning Yue Gorge, and already, over 300,000 of them 

had been lost to the various trenches and ditches. However, these holes were also gradually filled up. 

With the corpses of the zombies filling the holes, the rest of the horde continued on their slow march. 

After passing through those trenches, the horde came to a number of cement walls of about 1.5m high. 

When these ordinary zombies came to these walls, they could not proceed. After all, ordinary zombies 

did not possess the power to pummel through cement. They could only claw at the walls helplessly. 

The zombies behind continued to push forward, and it resulted in a whole load of them squashed 

together. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

At this time, a number of cannon fire blasted the dense horde of zombies, each volley killing at least 

dozens of zombies. 

The soldiers of Ning Yue Gorge at the frontlines had also raised their weapons and were firing at the 

zombies, shooting down the zombies that had come to a stop in front of those walls. 

The soldiers that had not undergone the job change as soldiers were also firing with all their might, 

although their efficiency was lesser, only killing about 60% or 70% of the time. 

The cement walls had stopped the horde, and the horde retaliated in their own way, as a number of L2s 

came towards the walls. 

L2s were strong monsters and could pummel the cement walls. 

Peng! Peng! 

The L2 had just gotten close to the walls when 300 snipers hidden from view quickly sniped the L2s. 

The L2s could withstand the bullets of normal rifles, but the high-caliber bullets from the sniper rifles 

were enough to splatter their brains. 

As the L2s got close to the walls, they were immediately killed by the snipers, causing even more of a 

blockade. Yue Zhong’s forces were then able to continue to slaughter the zombies. 

Deep within the horde, the Mutant zombie that had a huge head closed its eyes, its mouth twisted in an 

ugly expression. 

The horde suddenly split apart, and 10,000 L2s came charging out carrying H1s. 

The H1s opened their mouths and sent large fireballs blasting on the cement walls, destroying them. 

"Fire the artillery!!" Li Guang saw that things were turning bad and quickly gave the order. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

The artillery forces from afar began to fire rapidly, sending volleys of heavy fire raining upon the 

zombies, blasting many of them into pieces. The 10,000 L2s and H1s were incinerated instantly. 



For the sake of supporting the battle and Ning Yue Gorge, Yue Zhong had sent out 80% of his artillery 

forces of the Central Plains. As the ammunition for artillery was precious, Li Guang would also only use it 

at the most pressing of times. 

The 10,000 L2s and H1s were turned into ash, and the mutant zombie within the horde opened its eyes, 

a murderous look flashing across them. It leapt into the chest of an L4 and urged it back. 

Any being with intelligence had a common trait, which was the fear of death. If they weren’t scared, Bi 

Lǜ wouldn’t have been subdued so easily. Even Yue Zhong himself was not entirely unafraid of death. 

The L4 continued all the way to a secretive location at the back before it stopped. As it retreated, a large 

number of the ordinary zombies continued to attack Ning Yue Gorge. 

Under the blows of the H1, the cement walls on the front lines were blasted into nothing. After a harsh 

round of firing, the soldiers quickly abandoned their posts and retreated to the secondary defense line. 

The army had constructed a number of defences, and Yue Zhong was clear that there was no way for the 

1st line to withhold the entire horde. 

At the secondary defense, there were a whole bunch of low cement walls as well. The huge sea of 

zombies were once again held up by the walls, and many of their heads were shot. 

After the mutant zombie had escaped to a safe place, the huge sea of zombie abruptly started to 

retreat. 

"What’s going on?" Li Guang watched the huge sea of zombies retreat, his eyes flashing with shock, and 

a bad feeling arose in his heart. 

After all, zombies have never been known to retreat, they only knew how to advance and tear into their 

enemies, or get torn apart by their enemies. 

The zombies retreated, and suddenly, 50,000 L2s and 100,000 S2s charged out from their midst, 

together with 3,000 L3s. 

This zombie unit of over 150,000 zombies galloped forward like a sharp knife, making their ways for the 

2nd defence line viciously. 

"Calling for artillery strike!!" Li Guang watched the appearance of these 150,000 zombies, his face 

unsightly. 

The pressure from these 150,000 evolved zombies was even stronger than a million ordinary zombies. 

Against the ordinary zombies, Li Guang could still make use of the various traps to wipe them out. 

However, against the L2s and L3s, the traps were basically useless. Even the 1.5m-high cement walls 

could be destroyed in a single punch. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

As the rounds of artillery fire rained upon the 150,000 zombies, a huge number of them were blasted to 

pieces. 



However, even the powerful artillery strike couldn’t possibly wipe out all the evolved zombies, many of 

the L2s managed to evade the heavy fire and charged right through the cement walls. 

With their monstrous strength, the L2s and L3s charged right through the army camp, as they started 

slaughtering the soldiers. 

Yue Zhong’s soldiers started to engage in close quarter combat, and many were quickly bitten to death 

or torn apart. 

"Beasts!! We can die together!!" One soldier was surrounded by 3 S2s, and as the 3 of them opened 

their jaws and bit him, he pulled the pin of his grenade. 

Hong! Following a loud explosion, the 3 S2s were blasted apart. 

"Go to hell!!" One soldier saw an L3 killing his comrade with a single punch and grabbed a bag of 

explosives, running towards it and igniting it. 

With a loud boom, the L3 and the soldier were blasted together. 

At every part of the battlefield, many of the soldiers were fighting with their lives. 

Unfortunately, the sheer numbers and the sudden assault of the zombies overwhelmed the forces at the 

2nd defence line. 

The evolved zombies that got through might be only a small portion of the entire sea of zombies, 

however, they were not a force ordinary soldiers could stand up to. 

When the zombies overran the 2nd defence line, they did not rush everywhere, instead allowing the 

forces behind to fill up, until all 150,000 came in, before continuing for the 3rd defence line. 

Such a tactic was truly terrifying. Even if the artillery fire had taken out about 50,000 zombies, the unit 

of evolved zombies quickly managed to destroy the 3rd defence line, and killed about 100 soldiers that 

were retreating. 

With such a strategy, the evolved zombies continued to wreak havoc on Yue Zhong’s army, and the 

casualty count soon reached 500. 

Losing 500 comrades dealt a huge blow to the morale of Yue Zhong’s troops. They were humans, and 

not zombies. The force that had been stationed numbered 6,000. Losing 500 was 1/12 of their forces. 

Unfortunately, the vast sea of zombies seemed indomitable, and their morale dipped lower. 

Li Guang heard the reports coming from the frontlines, his expression becoming unsightly, "Damn it!! 

What do we do? Should we retreat?" 

One officer came up to him and said, "Regiment Commander, why don’t we retreat first?" 

Li Guang frowned, as he considered his suggestion seriously, the life and death of 5,000 soldiers riding 

on his shoulder weighed heavily. This was the pressure of being a commander. 

"We’re not retreating!!" Just then, a voice resounded from the door. 

Li Guang lifted his head, his eyes flashing with excitement, "Leader, you’re here!!!" 



Chapter 663: Yue Zhong arrives personally! The might of the Laser Gun! 

 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed with a solemn look, "That’s right! I’m here! I will go to fight together with you 

guys on the frontlines. From now on, we definitely must not retreat a single step!" 

"Yes!" Li Guang’s heart shuddered, as he quickly passed the order. 

"Leader is here!!" 

"Leader Yue Zhong is here!!" 

"We’ll definitely win!! We’ll definitely win!!" 

"..." 

Yue Zhong’s arrival soon spread through the entire battlefield, and the soldiers on the frontlines 

instantly cheered in a resounding roar, and their morale instantly skyrocketed. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

Round after round of artillery fire rained down upon those evolved zombies, blasting them into pieces. 

Zhuo Ya Tong wore a black leather suit and brought a heavy mace that weighed at least a few hundred 

kgs and was about 3m long, charging to the frontlines with a few Evolvers and began to mash the 

evolved zombies. 

The situation had seemed dire, until Yue Zhong appeared, and the tide suddenly turned. The soldiers 

were filled with a renewed confidence, a certainty that they would win this battle purely because of Yue 

Zhong. 

"Yue Zhong! This man is really too fearsome!" Hu-er Ran watched as the moment Yue Zhong appeared, 

and the morale as well as the combat intensity of the soldiers began to skyrocket, as a complicated look 

appeared in his eyes. 

Having won battle after battle, Yue Zhong’s troops were basically convinced that Yue Zhong was a war 

god, as long as he appeared, victory was sure to be theirs. 

When Lian Da Zhong heard the news of Yue Zhong’s arrival, even he heaved a sigh of relief and 

chuckled, "The leader is here! We’re sure to win!" 

Hu-er Ran glanced at him, and back at his own subordinates, and noticed that even his generals and 

soldiers had relaxed considerably. 

Li Guang saw that the situation was stabilizing and asked, "Leader! Why do we have to stand our ground 

here? If we continue fighting here, we will definitely suffer!" 

Yue Zhong’s expression was grave as he replied, "We have discovered that there’re many evolved 

zombies here. Based on the intelligence and conjecture, those evolved zombies can consume the dead 

zombies to evolve further. If we fight and retreat, although we can destroy the ordinary zombies, it will 

result in even more evolved ones. If we retreat all the way, at the end, we might even have to face over 

a million Type 2 Evolved zombies." 



Li Guang’s face fell and gasped, "What?!" 

The terror of the evolved zombies had been etched deep in Li Guang’s mind after the battle today, they 

were simply on another level. 

If they had to deal with a million ordinary zombies, just cement walls and traps were enough to block 

them, leaving the soldiers to pick them off slowly. 

However, just 150,000 of them were enough to charge through a rain of heavy artillery, and smash 

through the various obstructions and traps, decimating many of the soldiers. 

A million evolved zombies were much more terrifying than 4 million ordinary zombies. 

150,000 of those Type 2 evolved zombies were enough to give Li Guang a huge headache. If he had to 

face a million of them, it was sure to be a disaster. 

After all, other than the high level Enhancers, none of the ordinary soldiers could take on any Type 2 

evolved zombies in close combat. 

Hearing Yue Zhong’s words, no one dared to insist on retreating. That would only give the zombies 

opportunities to evolve. 

Under the joint attacks of the artillery and the special forces led by Zhuo Ya Tong, as well as the support 

of the various structures, Yue Zhong’s forces forcefully held their positions and defended the place. 

As Yue Zhong’s army slowly left, a huge number of zombies were gobbling up the corpses of their fallen 

comrades, including the flesh of the evolved zombies. Amongst them, there were even a number of 

Devourers. 

At this time, 30 assault helicopters suddenly appeared in the horizon, shooting past the vast sea of 

zombies and releasing countless napalm bombs. 

The moment the incendiary explosives landed on the ground, they exploded and turned into a huge sea 

of flames, enveloping the zombies. 

The flames raged on, incinerating huge numbers of zombies at once. Those ordinary zombies and 

evolved zombies that were feasting on their comrades’ flesh were burnt to death. 

A few hundred Devourers managed to dash away, escaping in various directions. The moment these 

Devourers were allowed to grow and reach their full potential, they would be terrifying existences at 

Level 70, which even tanks could not affect. 

The speed of the Devourers was shocking, as they weaved in and out of the flames. However, the 

coverage of the flames was extensive, and even though the Devourers were fast, they were unable to 

escape in the end. 

The skin of the Devourers could withstand the flames, but their brains could not stop frying under the 

high temperatures. Their slightly burning corpses slumped to the ground. 

When the hundreds of the Devourers were killed, the huge-head Mutant zombie hidden dozens of 

kilometers away seethed in rage. 



The Devourers were one of the strongest evolved zombies at this point, and only an L4 could consume 

the Devourers. However, in terms of speed, the Devourers surpassed the L4s. 400 Devourers were more 

than enough to eradicate 40,000 L2s, this was how terrifying they could be. 

To any zombie horde, any existences below the L3 could be lost. However, Devourers and Type 3 

zombies were hard to come by. They were the core of a horde. 

The Devourers had been killed by the napalm bombs, causing the huge-head Mutant zombie to be 

enraged. It closed its eyes and sent out its consciousness. 

Within the horde, a number of L4s led 100,000 L2s and 300,000 S2s, together with 500 Devourers as 

they charged towards the direction of Ning Yue Gorge. 

There were over 60 L4s, each of them towering above 4m, and their strength monstrous. They could 

easily grab a tank like a toy. If they got close, they could even pummel a tank flat. Furthermore, as long 

as the cannons of the tanks did not hit their heads, they could only injure the L4s slightly, but not kill 

them. 

Seeing the strange movements of the evolved zombies, many soldiers turned pale. 

The projectiles of the heavy firearms only bounced of the L4s, and even grenade launchers could do 

nothing to them. 

"Send an artillery strike to blanket the entire area!!" 

Yue Zhong watched the approaching elite horde and ordered coldly. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

With his command, the artillery forces went all out to fire multiple volleys at the hundreds of thousands 

of evolved zombies. 

As the artillery fire rained down, many of the evolved zombies were blasted into bits and pieces. Even 

so, a substantial number of them managed to rush out, and got closer to the camp, with 7 or 8 L4s 

leading the way. 

A creature like the L4 was enough to charge through a bunch of Evolvers, not only was it impervious to 

most weapons and bullets, its strength was terrifying, and it had the ability to infect. An entire group of 

hundreds of Enhancers at Level 30 would not be able to do anything to it. A single L4 could decimate an 

entire infantry battalion. 

Li Guang and the other intelligence officers watched the nearing L4s with pale faces. The moment the 

L4s reached their camp, they would have no choice but to abandon the place. 

Their gazes fell upon Yue Zhong, only to discover he was still calm. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed coldly as he ordered, "2nd Special Forces Battalion, go!" 

The moment he gave the order, 500 soldiers rushed out with weapons that were about 1.5m long, the 

muzzles caliber of about 25mm, and the entire body silver in color. 

These 500 soldiers adjusted their weapons to face the L4s and began firing. 



A number of white beams shot towards the heads of the L4s, easily penetrating their heads, leaving 

holes of 25mm diameter. 

These guns were the latest products of research under Yue Zhong’s scientists, the ultra high-tech laser 

guns. With these weapons, the thick armor of the L4s were basically ineffective. 

The 500 soldiers had gone through Job Change and were at least Level 30, possessing the Marksmanship 

skill and enhancing them. They could aim accurately and fire at the heads of the L4s. 

As one L4 was fired by those beams, its brain was fried instantly, and it slumped to the ground. 

The rest of the L4s suffered similar fates, before even reaching the camp, their heads were pierced by 

the laser guns and they died. 

"Long live!! Long live Leader!!" 

"Long live!! Long live Leader Yue Zhong!!" 

"..." 

Seeing the heads of the L4s pierced through and their corpses slumping to the ground, the entire 

battlefield erupted in cheers, as the morale reached an all-time high. 

Hu-er Ran saw the weapons, his eyes flashing with shock and fear, "Those are laser weapons!! Another 

form of hi-tech equipment! He could actually produce those?! Truly fearsome!!" 

Chapter 664: Cunning Zombie! 

 

The might of the laser weapons was evident to everybody, piercing even the L4s. Hu-er Ran did not think 

that he could withstand such might as well. 

Should he try to rebel, he would have to face 500 of these weapons. He might have the means to resist 

bullets, but against laser weapons, there was nothing he could do. 

With the technology in Yue Zhong’s hands, many experts did not dare harbor any more strange 

thoughts. 

Li Guang watched the L4s die and spoke excitedly to Yue Zhong, "Leader!! This is a laser gun!! We hope 

that the 1st Regiment can get these!!" 

If the entire 1st Regiment could get these weapons, their might would increase greatly. Many Mutant 

Beasts and high level zombies were not afraid of bullets, causing major headaches for the soldiers. If 

they had these weapons, they could take care of these problems, and ordinary soldiers could also kill 

evolved zombies. 

"The entire regiment? You think these are cabbages?" Yue Zhong chuckled and rebuked him in 

amusement, "These are the latest developments over at Guang Xi. After all their efforts, they only 

managed to produce 500 of them. Based on the current manufacturing rate, there’s only about 300 each 

month. Asking for 10,000 right away, you think the rest of the forces aren’t asking the same? If it wasn’t 

for the seriousness of the situation, I would not have deployed them here." 



The laser gun had been something Yue Zhong insisted on researching. The many Japan researchers and 

people who went through the scientist Job Change had been thrown into the research, this was how he 

managed to produce them. 

However, even after the success of the research, he still lacked the necessary equipment and resources. 

That was why they had only managed to produce 500 laser guns. Furthermore, the usage in this dire 

situation displayed their effectiveness. 

Li Guang had a fawning expression, "Like this! Leader, why don’t you leave these 500 with us first. Isn’t 

your next target the capital? As long as we have these 500 laser guns, we can utilize it to reach there 

faster." 

If those 500 laser guns were left with them, they could use them against the L4s. Even Mutant Beasts 

with powerful defences would no longer be an issue. 

Yue Zhong laughed mildly, "I’ll consider it. We’ll have to see the performance of every unit this time." 

Li Guang crossed his hands over his chest, "Leader, rest assured, our 1st Regiment will definitely 

contribute the most." 

Yue Zhong replied with a grin, before turning around to observe the situation. 

On the ground, there were artillery fire and the attacks from the assault rifles enveloping the evolved 

zombies, killing them before they even got close to the defense line. 

The tank-like L4s suffered the worst, the laser beams penetrating their heads causing them to slump 

dead. 

The laser guns were concentrated on the L4s, leaving the rest of the evolved zombies open to the 

cannons and artillery fire, as well as the elite forces led by Zhuo Ya Tong. 

The zombies that could actually get through the flames and bombs weren’t many, and were easily taken 

out by Zhuo Ya Tong and her subordinates. 

The intense battle continued for over 2 hours, before the horde started to retreat under the command 

of the huge-head Mutant zombie. 

"Not good! This zombie has a strong learning capability." Yue Zhong watched the retreating horde and 

frowned. 

If it was in the past, the zombies would definitely not retreat. 

However, they had somehow retreated after realizing they could not penetrate Yue Zhong’s defense 

lines, causing him to be solemn. The commander behind this horde was getting smarter, and seemed to 

be capable of human-like intelligence. 

The smarter the zombie commander, the more dangerous it was for humanity. Yue hong could easily 

destroy and defeat million-strong hordes was because they were too stupid, and the Z2s were usually 

cowardly and foolish as well. The Z2s only had a certain degree of intelligence, and could just command 

a large horde. However, this time round, the commander was obviously much more capable than the 

Z2s. 



Under Yue Zhong’s orders, the 30 assault helicopters flew over the horde, dropping napalm bombs 

everywhere. 

The flames quickly spread out and enveloped large patches of the horde, incinerating many of the 

ordinary and some evolved zombies. 

"What a pity! If only I had more heavy fire, these zombies would just be an appetizer." Yue Zhong 

watched the burning sea of flames, and thought silently. 

The hidden mutant zombie eyed the 30 assault helicopters coldly, and burrowed into the L4’s chest. 

Soon after, the 2,200,000-strong horde began to retreat towards Ba Yan City. 

"Long live!! Long live!!" 

"..." 

Seeing the huge horde retreating, the soldiers all burst out in cheers 

The 3 million zombies had given them a pressure they never felt before. The moment the zombies left, 

they all heaved a sigh of relief. 

Hu-er Ran saw the remaining 2.2m zombies leaving, his eyes brightening, "3rd Brigade, chase!!" 

Soon, Hu-er Ran led the 3,000 riders of the 3rd Brigade and chased after the retreating zombies, firing at 

them. 

Li Guang watched Hu-er Ran charging out and his brows furrowed, bellowing in anger, "Hu-er Ran that 

guy really acts fast!! 3rd Platoon, move out!! Don’t let those asses from the 3rd Brigade get one over 

us!" 

A thousand-strong motorcycle riders swiftly moved out towards the zombies. 

Just as Hu-er Ran and his men were hunting the zombies, all of a sudden, the horde split, and 50 

Devourers, 100 S4s, 1,000 S3s and 10,000 S2s charged out. This speedy unit suddenly pounced towards 

Hu-er Ran’s 3rd Brigade. 

"Not good!! Retreat!! Retreat!! Hu-er Ran watched as the zombies charged out, his expression falling 

and he quickly roared. 

The 3,000 riders were also elites of the Central Plains, and quickly urged their horses back. 

The 100 S4s exploded out with a terrifying speed, many times faster than even the fastest sports car, 

and they quickly chased up to the 3,000 riders, pulling some of them down, and ripping their throats, 

before tearing into them. 

Soon, over dozens of them had been pulled down from their mounts. 

The speed of the S4s was terrifying, and unless they were high level Evolvers, the moment they were 

caught, they would be ripped apart. 



"Beast!! Fucking beast!!" Hu-er Ran immediately caused his body to be covered with his signature blood 

Dou Qi, and he waved his silver curved blade, slashing the S4s that got close to him into 2. As a peak 

expert, those S4s still couldn’t do much to him. 

As he was killing those S4s, the 1,000 S3s and 50 Devourers managed to catch up. Their speed might not 

be able to match the S4s, but their speed and strength was higher than the Black Scaled Stallions, 

catching up only in moments. 

One of the Devourers leaped atop a rider, opening its huge mouth to bite the rider, tearing his heart out, 

before absorbing his blood essence. 

Another Devourer opened its jaws to spit out a gas of poison, which instantly corroded 6 riders, causing 

them to fall off their mounts. The black gas covered their bodies, and their flesh started to emit a rotting 

stench. 

One S3 charged right at a rider, pulling him off his mount and tearing into him. 

Faced with this sudden assault, the riders of the 3rd Brigade could not help but scream in fear, as they 

were taken down one by one. 

Yue Zhong watched this horror unfold, his expression unsightly, "Fuck!! When did the zombies become 

so cunning?! They actually know how to utilize their elites to trap our soldiers!!" 

Hu-er Ran watched in despair, "It’s over! Is our 3rd Brigade going to fall here?" 

At this time, the unit of evolved zombies showcased their terrifying nature, surrounding the 3rd Brigade 

and tearing into the soldiers. If no support came, the entire 3rd Brigade was sure to fall. 

Hu-er Ran was clear about Yue Zhong’s wariness and caution against him. He had taken the risk to chase 

after the zombies, and if Yue Zhong did not save him, it wasn’t anything unexpected. Hu-er Ran thought 

about it, if he was in Yue Zhong’s position, he would also let Yue Zhong die. After all, his position 

amongst the Mongolian riders was too high, exceeding that of Yue Zhong. As long as Hu-er Ran was not 

dead, many of the Mongolian riders would not be truly loyal to Yue Zhong. 

At this time, the sounds of intense machine gun fire came from the skies, raining upon the zombies. 

There were some cannon rounds as well that blasted the Devourers into pieces. 

With the support of the assault helicopters, Hu-er Ran led the remaining 2,100 riders out of their 

encirclement and fled from the evolved zombies. 

Chapter 665: Obtaining Bao Xi City! 

 

The evolved zombies had launched a quick attack, and now, they slowly begun to retreat. 

Seeing this, the rest of the troops that had intended to chase were filled with alarm, and did not dare to 

chase too close. Lie Ming Yi also recalled his troops slightly, following the motorcycle unit of the 1st 

Regiment. With the support of the assault helicopters, they slowly chipped away at the huge zombie 

horde. 



The Devourers and S4s were considered a precious fighting force amongst the zombies as well, and after 

that retaliation, they didn’t make any more strange movements, allowing Lie Ming Yi’s forces to kill the 

ordinary zombies at the outskirts. 

As the soldiers chased, all of a sudden, a force consisting of 20,000 L2s and S2s charged out, while the 

rest of the horde separated into 4 parts as they made for Lie Ming Yi’s forces. 

With this sudden movement, Lie Ming Yi and his men felt the pressure, and had no choice but to retreat, 

while sending troops to take the evolved zombies out. If they did not clear these zombies, their path of 

retreat would be cut off, and they would suffer on both sides. 

The force comprising of the evolved zombies was strong, with their numbers, Lie Ming Yi and his soldiers 

were outmatched and at a disadvantage. If they were not careful, they could be wiped out. 

Without any base, fortifications, traps or the support of other weapons, 50,000 evolved zombies were 

more than enough to wipe out the forces Yue Zhong had established out here in the Central Plains. After 

all, humans could not stand against evolved zombies. 

"The zombie commander is really learning!" Yue Zhong watched the tactics of the evolved zombies, and 

his brows furrowed. 

Yue Zhong had experience facing the Z1s and Z2s. They could at most just gather the scattered zombies, 

and would only command them to use their numbers to overwhelm a target. There were no strategies 

or tactics involved. A horde of this size was already terrifying, once they learnt to utilize war tactics, the 

threat level would heightened. 

The moment the zombie horde split into 4, it was difficult to eradicate them completely. Lie Ming Yi led 

the 2nd Brigade towards the backup sent by the 1st Regiment, with 20 tanks taking the lead, as they 

fought against the 20,000 evolved zombies for over 4 hours. They suffered 20 casualties before fulling 

wiping them out. 

After Lie Ming Yi and his forces wiped out the 20,000 evolved zombies, the sky was turning dark, and the 

soldiers had no way of chasing after the zombie horde. 

At night, the fighting capabilities of humans would suffer, while the zombies were not affected. 

The retreat caused the soldiers to relax, and there were sounds of joy and cheers everywhere. They 

might not have wiped out the 4 million zombies, but after close to a month’s of battle, they had already 

wiped out close to 2 million of them, and this caused them to feel a sense of pride and achievement. 

Hu-er Ran came up to Yue Zhong, with a complicated look, and said, "Many thanks Leader!!" 

In the battle earlier, had Yue Zhong not sent timely help, even if Hu-er ran had managed to escape from 

the zombies with his strength, his 3rd Brigade would have been lost entirely. 

Yue Zhong eyed him and replied mildly, "There’s no need to thank me! Since you’re my subordinate, and 

fought for me on the battlefield, I would not abandon you. However, if you were to harbor any thoughts 

you shouldn’t, then don’t blame me for being merciless!" 

Hu-er Ran, having been the leader of the entire Mongolian Empire, was definitely an ambitious man. His 

capabilities were definitely outstanding, and amongst Yue Zhong’s subordinates, no one could possibly 



control a huge force the way Hu-er Ran did with the Mongol riders. Since Yue Zhong wanted to quickly 

extend his power, he had to fight the zombies with Hu-er Ran’s help. 

Hu-er Ran replied with a bitter smile, "Yes! Hu-er Ran will bear Leader’s words in mind!" 

The huge horde retreated, gathering together before heading towards Bao Xi City. 

Yue Zhong deployed his 1st Regiment which had the tanks, Lie Ming Yi’s 2nd Brigade, and Hu-er Ran’s 

3rd Brigade as they chased after the horde. 

The 30 assault helicopters continued to rain napalm bombs down on the zombies, incinerating large 

patches of zombies. 

Due to the lack of artillery fire, Lie Ming Yi and the rest had to be wary of the potential sudden attacks of 

the evolved zombies. They continued their guarded assault, and only managed to kill another 400,000 

zombies. 

The horde retreated to Bao Xi City and did not stop, instead continuing towards the north. 

After the continuous assault and chase, the fuel and ammunition spent by Yue Zhong’s forces had 

started to accumulate. The factories continued to churn out ammunition, but under such circumstances, 

Yue Zhong could only call for a halt. 

Zhuo Ya Tong came up to Yue Zhong, dressed in her tight military suit, as she reported, "Ba Yan City is 

under our control now, we have lost 120 soldiers of the Scum Battalion, 6 from 1st Regiment, 7 from the 

2nd Brigade, 13 from the 3rd Brigade. The guns we found in Ba Yan City number…" 

The moment the zombies left Ba Yan City, Yue Zhong quickly led his troops to take over the city, and 

clean out the remaining zombies. 

Most of the zombies had been commanded to leave by the Mutant zombie, however, a few were still 

trapped within the various structures. Cleaning up was a dangerous job, and from time to time, there 

would be a few casualties. 

Zhuo Ya Tong carried a piece of document and eyed Yue Zhong, "Currently, based on the reports, Bao Xi 

City is already under our control, and we should be able to clean it up fully within a week." 

Yue Zhong closed his eyes, and heaved a sigh of relief. Ba Yan City and Bao Xi City were two large cities 

on the Central Plains, and there were many large-type factories within them. As long as they were within 

his control, with adequate manpower, he could begin manufacturing his ammunition. 

The Mutant zombie might have developed human-like intelligence, but it still did not fully understand 

the importance of a city to humankind. 

Ba Yan and Bao Xi landed up in Yue Zhong’s hands, and in only a short period of time, he could turn 

them to boost his military forces, and churn out ammunition. With enough ammunition, he could deal 

with large hordes. 

This time, the fact that he could deal with 2 million zombies, other than his subordinates, the main 

reason was that he had the ammunition to back his forces. Without the ammunition and fuel, the tanks, 

and helicopters were just useless metal. After this single battle, his expenditure had been massive. 



Especially the fuel, it had almost wiped out all that he had gained from Ulan Mountain Range. He had no 

way of continuing the chase, and could only watch as the horde continued north. 

Yue Zhong knew that letting them go was going to be a huge disaster, but he had no means of wiping 

them out entirely in the short future. 

Almost a year had gone past since the world had changed, and although Yue Zhong had regain Ba Yan 

and Bao Xi, there was no notification of any levels gained. This was because the time limit for the 

mission he had accepted was over, and the conquering of cities was no longer on the mission board of 

the God and Devil System. Only the reclamation of the capital still had some incentives. 

Yue Zhong knew that with just a little more time, his forces would become stronger. He opened his eyes 

and looked at Zhuo Ya Tong. 

Her tight attire accentuated her mature curves fully, looking extremely attractive. 

Zhuo Ya Tong could feel the heated gaze of Yue Zhong on herself, and her face flushed slightly, as a 

sense of confidence arose in her heart. There was a slight sexual tension in the room. 

At this moment, an officer came to the door and knocked, disrupting the atmosphere, "Reporting!!" 

Yue Zhong eyed the officer and replied solemnly, "Come in!" 

"What is it?" 

The soldier replied solemnly, "Leader! Our unmanned drones have discovered 30,000 soldiers making 

their way towards us from Mongolia." 

Yue Zhong’s face fell as he stood up abruptly, "Hu-er Ran has rebelled?!" 

Hu-er Ran’s position amongst the Mongols was important, if he chose to rebel now, Yue Zhong would be 

forced to wipe them out. The 3rd Brigade were all decent elite soldiers, and Yue Zhong could not bear to 

kill them. 

The officer quickly explained, "No!! Leader! It’s not Hu-er Ran. It’s the Mongol Empire from the outer 

parts of Mongolia." 

Yue Zhong heaved a sigh of relief, and swiftly make his way to his command center. 

"Leader!!" 

"..." 

The moment Yue Zhong entered the command center, the officers quickly saluted. 

Yue Zhong looked towards the display, and noticed the 30,000-strong troops on top of their mounts 

galloping towards Ba Yan City. 

These soldiers led plenty of their livestock, as well as their horses. They were accompanied by tanks and 

armored vehicles, while a few Eurocopters and some Russian MI24 assault helicopters accompanied 

them in the skies, 



"Kingdom of God!! Damn bastards!" Yue Zhong took a look at the images taken by the unmanned 

drones, and his eyes flashed coldly, his fists clenched tightly, as a tinge of fury arose in his heart. 

Before the apocalypse, the strength of the outer parts of Mongolia wasn’t strong, and their military was 

definitely incomparable with the rest of the country. However, they suddenly had over a hundred 

assault helicopters, it was evident someone had supported them. The only power that could do that was 

the Kingdom of God. 

Chapter 666: The Allied Forces Appear! 

 

Li Guang took a look at the displayed images, his expression solemn as he asked, "Leader, what do we 

do now?" 

The Outer Mongolia had deployed 30,000 soldiers to attack Yue Zhong, they had obviously received 

support from the Kingdom of God. Not only were their troops stacked, they had the backup of 

helicopters, tanks and armored vehicles. This was an enemy not to be underestimated. 

Yue Zhong could defeat Hu-er Ran, was because the 30 assault helicopters in his arsenal played a huge 

role. Without them, he could not have done so easily. 

Yue Zhong replied, "I shall lead the troops personally to wipe them out!" 

This battle would decide the master of the Central Plains, should Yue Zhong lose, then the authority 

would fall to the Outer Mongolia, and he was not willing to let them happen. 

Out on the Central Plains, the 30,000 troop was currently charging forth. 

Within the troops, there were 6 armored vehicles that was dragging along a converted caravan, that was 

20m long, 20m wide and 6m tall, with 6 wheels underneath. 

Such a luxurious converted caravan had no market in the past, because the roads could not possibly 

accommodate such measurements. However, on the Central Plains, it was possible to utilize it. 

Inside the caravan, the interior design was lavish, and the floor was covered with expensive Persian rugs, 

while beautiful paintings hung all around. Even the roof had a crystal chandelier. 

A blond-haired, blue-eyed man with extremely good looks sipped red wine while sitting on a sofa, beside 

him, 2 beautiful women with only a silk cloth covering them sat while massaging his legs. Another 2 

were helping him knead his shoulders. One busty babe kneeled in front of him while feeding him fruits 

carefully. 

This man was enjoying himself as though he was the ruler of a nation, indulging in the services of the 5 

ladies as well as their mesmerizing smiles. 

He eyed a beautiful lady sitting opposite him, who was dressed in tight leather clothes, her hair tied up 

in a single ponytail, and her figure not losing out to any of the beauties present. Her exquisite features 

were radiating out a cold that seemed to freeze anyone who got too close. He spoke, "Lina! Relax a 

little. It’s hard to get a break like this, why don’t you just enjoy the scenery?" 



Lina glanced at Harriman coldly, "Harriman, our mission is to eradicate Yue Zhong, and destroy his 

factions out here. If you fool around so much that you let him go, the Elders will not let you off!" 

This handsome man and incredibly sexy woman with a sword-like aura were the strongest Apostles of 

the Kingdom of God, Harriman and Lina. 

Besides them, there were 4 other people by their sides each, a total of 6 men and 2 women. They were 

the Divine Envoys brought along by the 2 of them. 

Harriman chuckled and poured the wine in his hand over the beauty beside him, "The Elder Council? 

How would they question an Apostle over a small matter like this. Furthermore, Yue Zhong is just some 

yellow-skinned monkey that got lucky. Any Apostle can take him down without trouble. The Elder 

Council actually sent 2 Apostles, they’re surely overestimating this monkey." 

As the wine in the glass poured over the beauty, the rest of the ladies began to lick it off her. 

This was something that Harriman loved to see, he liked to watch these beauties behaving like dogs. 

Although he might smile with extreme warmth, he could likewise flip and slap a woman to death. 

When the apocalypse happened, Harriman had not yet awakened as an Evolver, he was betrayed by his 

pretty girlfriend for a piece of bread. He almost died at the jaws of a zombie. Ever since then, he loved to 

torture pretty women, treating them like dogs. 

Lina frowned when she watched him, after all, she was a woman. Seeing him step on and humiliate 

those women, she was extremely unhappy. Furthermore, she could detect his wild gaze roaming all over 

her at times, as though he wanted to do the same to her. 

In truth, if it wasn’t for her strength, and her worth, she would have long since become a plaything for 

the upper echelons of the Kingdom of God as well. 

One of the Divine Envoys, who was black, looked at Lina, his eyes filled with lust, "Esteemed Apostle, we 

have satellites, Yue Zhong’s every move would not be able to escape our sight. Whatever they might be 

planning, they won’t be able to escape what’s coming for them. This battle, since we have already made 

the decision to wipe them out, they’ve no way of running. His best option is to disassemble his troops, 

and head for the mountain ranges." 

In modern warfare, intelligence was vital. With the satellites in their control, the Kingdom of God could 

easily spy on any part of the world. Regardless of where Yue Zhong wanted to attack, it would all be laid 

bare by the satellites. 

Furthermore, the 30,000 Mongolians were stacked with the help of the Kingdom of God, and thus, they 

were filled with confidence. 

Even Lina did not truly believe that they would lose, she was just seeking an excuse to admonish 

Harriman. 

Harriman watched the 5 beauties struggle to lick the wine and he laughed, before taking a syringe from 

a box beside him and injected himself. 

"Let’s go!!" Lina looked at the syringe and her face changed, quickly leaving. 



What Harriman had injected himself with was poison. After he had become an Apostle, he had already 

enjoyed all there was to enjoy on the face of Earth. Thus, in his void, he had chosen to use poison to get 

his high. He would become a sick pervert when he injected himself, becoming uncontrollable. Lina did 

not want to converse with him any longer when he was in that condition. 

Lina led her 4 Divine Envoys and left the room, going to their own places. 

Soon after, there was the sound of clothes ripping and the moans of the women from Harriman’s room. 

Chapter 667: The Tyrannical Apostles! 

 

Within a forest of about 10 li away from the Outer Mongolian troops, Yue Zhong had draped a layer of 

grass over him, as he observed the surroundings quietly. Behind him, there were a thousand elite 

soldiers and 3,000 treants. 

Yue Zhong knew about the satellites of the Kingdom of God since a long time ago. Whatever actions he 

took, he knew it was hard to hide from the satellites. 

However, the movement of any Mutant life forms in the night was able to evade the satellites. 

Furthermore, the 1,000 elite soldiers had spread out and gathered at this location from different 

locations under Yue Zhong’s orders. 

If it were a large army, there was no way he could have avoided the satellites. However, if he didn’t use 

any tanks, armored vehicles or assault helicopters, it was still possible to proceed. 

Right now, the sky had turned dark due to night, and a shadow appeared suddenly, revealing herself to 

Yue Zhong. It was precisely the beautiful but emotionless Tenpyo Saka. 

She spoke coldly, "There’re no problems!" 

Tenpyo Saka specialized in assassination, and was a top-notch recon soldier in the night. After the 

enhancement from the God and Devil System, she had gained plenty of skills and techniques, becoming 

one of the top 10 recon soldiers in Yue Zhong’s troops. 

"Do it!" Yue Zhong glanced at Bi Lǜ, as he ordered. 

She closed her eyes, and a spiritual wave radiated out, before she opened them and pointed to the 

camp of the Outer Mongolians. 

The 3,000 treants surged forwards silently, making their way towards the Mongolian camp. 

Yue Zhong himself led the 1,000 elites and launched a sudden attack. 

If it were a frontal assault, Yue Zhong was not confident that he could win the numerous tanks and 

assault helicopters prepared by the Kingdom of God. He only had a chance with a night raid. 

The 10 Type 3 Treants were like a gust of wind that swiftly entered the camp and swiped their claws, 

beheading numerous Mongolian soldiers. 

8 high-level Treants tore apart the defense line of the camp. 



A large number of treants as well as the 1,000 elites immediately charged right into the camp and 

started slaughtering any living things they saw. 

The sounds of gunshots rang out throughout the camp, and the entire place was thrown into chaos. 

Many soldiers rushed out from their camps, their expressions full of fear as they ran around like 

headless flies. 

The Outer Mongolia had been peaceful for a long period of time, and the soldiers were mostly ordinary 

citizens. After the apocalypse, due to the sparse population over a wide spread of space, many of them 

had survived. They were unlike the soldiers under Yue Zhong, who had to fight many battles to survive, 

accumulating experience. Furthermore, a night raid was hard to prepare against, and it was easy for the 

victims to panic. With such a charge, most of them immediately fled. 

The scattered troops ran in all directions, leaving behind their armor and weapons. 

"Night raid!!! Come with me!!" As the strongest among the Kingdom of God elites, Lina immediately 

reacted the moment she heard the screams. With a single punch, she blasted the wall of the caravan, 

and leaped out, leading her 4 Divine Envoys out. 

The moment she leaped out, she saw Yue Zhong with a cold look, aiming a RPG at the caravan. There 

were 10 other soldiers also hoisting RPGs on their shoulders. On top of that, 40 other soldiers with laser 

guns were aiming at them. A deadly sense of crisis arose in Lina’s heart. 

"Kill them!" Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed coldly, as he pulled the trigger. 

With a flash, 10 rockets blasted towards the caravan. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! 

With a loud explosion, the caravan was instantly blasted into pieces, while Lina and her 4 Divine Envoys 

were enveloped by the debris and dust. 

As the rockets exploded, multiple laser beams fired out, ensuring that everything within was blasted to 

death. 

Although Yue Zhong did not know Lina’s identity, he was sure that the luxurious caravan was the 

residence of someone of important. The first thing he did was to ensure that no one inside could 

survive. 

"Get down!!" Just as he was about to leave, a chill came over his heart, and an incredible sense of 

danger rang in his mind. He roared and got down on the ground. 

His words had just rang out when 4 large wind blades swept out from the cloud of dust, slicing 4 of the 

soldiers, piercing through their Type 2 Mutant Beast hide, and slicing their bodies in half. 

Witnessing this, the rest of the soldiers immediately got down. 

"It hurts!! It hurts!! Who is it?! Who dares to attack me! I will kill him!! I will slaughter him!!" From the 

dust, an enraged voice resounded out, as a figure stepped out. His head had a pair of horns, his entire 

body was covered in black scales, his face etched with demonic runes, and a pair of demonic wings 



spread out from his back. His entire frame was covered with injuries, while his bloodshot eyes swivelled 

around. 

This demonic-like figure was Harriman, he was a Strength, Agility, Spirit and Vitality quadruple-attribute 

Evolver, and had the powerful Second Order ability Demon Transformation. With this skill, he had 

always enhanced it, reaching its Level 3 potential after spending much resources and his valuable skill 

points. With another 3 more skill points as well as the Third Order Skill Book, he could immediately push 

it to the next realm. 

Activating this skill allowed Harriman to reach terrifying speeds, even faster than Lightning. In a breath, 

he had reached the frontlines, slashing out with his hands casually, and ripping the heads of 3 Strength-

based Evolvers by Yue Zhong’s side. These Evolvers were Level 43 and above, yet they could not even 

put up resistance. This was the true terror of the Apostles in the Kingdom of God. 

On the other side, a huge gust of wind blew out from the debris, as Lina stood up, her eyes flashing with 

murderous rage. The hurricane behind her blew forth towards Yue Zhong, as her hands waved and sent 

2 wind blades out, instantly slaughtering 2 other soldiers wielding the laser guns. 

Yue Zhong’s sudden attack had instantly decimated the 8 Divine Envoys before they could even do 

anything, leaving behind only Lina and Harriman. 

If it weren’t for their terrifying strength, they would have also perished under the joint attacks of the 

RPGs and laser guns. 

"Yue Zhong! Is that you? Very good! Die for me!!" Harriman roared out as he crushed the heads of 2 

soldiers, pulling their entire spine out, before laughing cruelly at Yue Zhong. He flapped his wings, and 

charged right for Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s gaze turned cold, as he activated his Shadow Steps and Bone Encompassing Armor. With a 

flip of his hands, the Flaming Blade made from the claw of the Type 4 Flaming Bird appeared in his 

hands. 

It was the sharpest weapon Yue Zhong had in his arsenal, even the Level 5 weapons he had enhanced 

could not match it. The only weak point was that there’s no way the weapon could absorb the 

experience gained from killing Mutant Beasts. 

As Harriman was about to reach Yue Zhong, Yue Zhong’s pupils narrowed, and he activated his Gravity 

Manipulation, enveloping Harriman. 

Harriman’s body sunk slightly, as though he wasn’t affected at all, and he reached out with his claws 

towards Yue Zhong’s head, "Gravity skills? Just 2 times?! WEAK! If you want to give me some problems, 

it has to be at least 10 times! Fool, you can die because of your foolishness!" 

After transforming into a Second Order Demon, Harriman possessed terrifying strength, his claws could 

rip through the hull of a tank. As long as his claws connected, even White Bones’ bone carapace would 

crumble. 

Harriman grabbed forcefully, and Yue Zhong’s head dissipated into nothing. 

"Shadow clone?" Harriman’s heart jolted in shock and he retreated backwards. 



A sharp blade brushed past his chest, tearing a bloody wound. Had he been slightly slower, his entire 

upper body would have been sliced apart. 

He retreated some meters, when suddenly, dozens of laser beams fired at him. He flashed from his 

position, and the laser beams shot past his original location, creating holes in the ground. 

When he reappeared, there were a few more light wounds on his body, as well as a 25mm bullet hole in 

his right wing. Even his demonic body had no way of defending against laser beams. 

"Great! Great! Yue Zhong, you’re truly someone who has gotten close to the Apostle’s strength. You 

even have such powerful subordinates. Seems like I need to exert more strength to kill you. Let me kill 

all your subordinates first, then I’ll deal with you!! Today will be the day you die!! I will capture your 

women, and turn them all into bitches!! Haha!! HAHA!!" Harriman’s eyes turn red, as he laughed out 

manically. With a single step, he managed to leap over dozens of meters. He reached out with his right 

hand and instantly tore the head as well as the spine of a Level 40 Strength-based Evolver. It was a 

horrifying sight. 

Chapter 668: Intense Battle with the Apostle! 

 

Harriman weaved in and out of the soldiers like a demon, clawing the brains out of the Evolvers, as fresh 

blood splattered everywhere in a horrific manner. Strength-based Evolvers were killed instantly by him, 

while Agility-based Evolvers could barely withstand his first blows with their blades before they were 

killed by the second. In just a short breath of time, 6 Evolvers that had followed Yue Zhong since 

Vietnam, and had killed many enemies of his, were instantly killed. 

Yue Zhong pointed at Harriman and bellowed, "Yin Shuang!! Kill him!!" 

Yue Zhong’s strength was tyrannical, but his speed could not compare to a quadruple-attribute Evolver 

with a Second Order Demon Transformation. If Harriman attacked him, he could still endure and take on 

the blows, but he had no way of preventing him from killing his subordinates. 

"Yes! Father!! Yin Shuang will go kill him now!" Yin Shuang smiled brightly at Yue Zhong, before shooting 

forward with the speed of sound, aiming for Harriman. 

In just a short breath, Yin Shuang had appeared in front of him, her eyes radiating with a cold and cruel 

killing intent. Her pale little fists exploded towards his brain. Harriman’s preferred method of killing was 

to grab the head and pull out the entire spine of his victims, while Yin Shuang caused her opponents’ 

heads to explode with her strength. 

Harriman looked at Yin Shuang with a hint of excitement as he grabbed out with his massive claws, 

"Haha!! What an outstanding little girl!! Good!! Good!! This trip to China was worth it!! After I capture 

you, I will train you properly!!" 

Harriman’s claws could tear apart even a tank, he would obviously not fear the fists of a little girl, even if 

she was an Evolver. 



Yin Shuang’s little fists brought about a terrifying whistle as it shot through the air and landed on 

Harriman’s claws. With a loud blast, Harriman’s entire right arm was blasted apart, along with his entire 

shoulder. 

Harriman himself was sent soaring through the air for about 70 and 80 meters as he spat out a mouthful 

of blood. 

As he got up, he spat out more blood and stared at Yin Shuang in shock, "How?! My defense in this form 

is absolutely invulnerable. Even heavy caliber bullets can do nothing to me!! How could I have been 

injured by a little girl?!" 

After transforming into a Second Order Demon, Harriman’s strength was at least 5th amongst the 

Apostles. Even the 1st ranked Apostle could not blast his arm apart with a single blow. 

Yin Shuang’s feet dug into the ground after sending Harriman flying, then shooting right for him 

immediately, her little fists flying towards his head. 

Harriman no longer dared to face her, and flapped his demonic wings and flew into the sky. In his 

transformed state, he could fly for a short while. 

Yin Shuang continued to chase after him, leaping up into the sky with the speed of a cannonball, 

appearing in front of him, and her eyes flashed with a cold light as she brought her fists towards him 

again. 

"Dark Dou Qi!!" Harriman’s eyes flashed in response, as a dark energy surged out of him, covering his 

entire left arm, blocking in front of him. 

Yin Shuang’s fist blasted the Dark Dou Qi that enveloped Harriman’s left arm, and he was sent flying 

once more, spewing out blood. 

However, under the enhancement and protection of the Dark Dou Qi, Harriman’s left shoulder was not 

destroyed by Yin Shuang’s strength. 

"I’ll kill you! Then Father will reward me! You can die!" Yin Shuang continued to smile sweetly, yet evilly 

at the same time, as though she was a raptor eyeing her prey. 

"Yin Shuang is truly formidable!" Yue Zhong watched how Yin Shuang was dominating one of the 

powerful Apostles, and his eyes flashed with a complicated gleam. He then turned around and 

discovered the other Apostle, Lina, currently slaughtering his subordinates. 

Lina was an Apostle that controlled the wind, and she was also a quadruple-attribute Evolver with 

Stamina, Spirit, Agility, and Vitality as her stats. She wore a set of equipment that was all based on the 

wind, and her combat strength was on another level. In the time that she lifted her hands, she could fire 

multiple wind blades of various sizes that sliced up the soldiers. 

When Yue Zhong was engaging Harriman, Lina had already killed 7 Evolvers who were Level 40 and 

above. 

"Go to hell!!" Just as Lina was about to continue killing, Hu-er Ran bellowed, his entire body covered 

with his Blood Dou Qi, as he slashed towards her. 



"Seeking death!" Lina’s eyes flashed with a cold light, as she retreated slightly, pointing at Hu-er Ran and 

sending multiple invisible wind blades towards him. 

Although Hu-er Ran could not see the wind blades, his experience was abundant, and he could discern 

the directions they were flying from. He broke through the onslaught and charged towards Lina like an 

enraged lion. 

Lina continued to send out wind blades at him, and the sheer numbers managed to slice and injure Hu-

er Ran in many places. 

As one of the Apostles, her control over the wind blades was exceptional. Even Type 3 Mutant Beasts 

would have difficulty preventing her from slicing through their hide. 

Hu-er Ran’s eyes flashed with a vicious light as he bore through the wind blades, charging right for Lina, 

and activated his ability Giant Cleave together with his Blood Dou Qi, slashing at Lina. 

As the Mongol King in the past, Hu-er Ran was also a peak level Evolver, and his combat experience was 

not lacking. While he might not reach the power of an Apostle, he was not to be underestimated. 

Lina watched the incoming blade, her face finally showing an expression of shock. With a flash, a white 

shield materialized and blocked in front of her. 

Hu-er Ran’s earthshaking strike slammed into the white shield, and with a loud shatter, the white shield 

broke apart, not impeding the cleave of the blade in the slightest. 

However, the shield brought a sliver of time, enough for Lina to conjure a gust of wind, sending her body 

soaring up in the air. She flew above Hu-er Ran and made to claw at his head with her blades. 

As long as she activated her skill, countless wind blades would turn Hu-er Ran into meat paste, that was 

the difference between Hu-er Ran and an Apostle. 

Just as she was about to activated her skill, her face fell and conjured her wind to bring her higher. 

At the next instant, a laser shot past her original location. Had she continued to use her ability to kill Hu-

er Ran, she would be blasted in two herself. 

Hu-er Ran heaved a sigh of relief, and retreated a few steps, staring at Yue Zhong with a complicated 

gaze as he said, "Thank you!!" 

Yue Zhong had saved his life again. Had he not acted, Hu-er Ran would have been dismembered. 

Every single Apostle had a lot of resources at their disposal and went through countless battles. Even 

Yue Zhong did not possess the confidence to win every single one of them. 

"Let’s work together to kill her!" Yue Zhong barked out as he aimed his laser gun again to fire at Lina. 

On the other side, the rest of the soldiers continued to fire their own laser guns, and many beams rained 

upon her. 

Lina’s eyes flashed, and she pointed, causing a tornado to appear out of nowhere, blowing towards the 

rest of the soldiers. 



Under that intense gusts, most of the soldiers could not open their eyes. 

Yue Zhong fired the laser gun in his hands continually, but she dodged them easily. 

After evading 3 shots, she looked at Yue Zhong coldly, and pointed, sending her signature wind blades at 

him. 

A moment of danger arose in his heart, and he activated his Shadow Steps, before he rolled to the 

ground, and sought cover. 

Those dense wind blades tore into Yue Zhong’s original location, causing many scars on the ground 

Under Lina’s skillful control, the blades seemed to have their own lives as they chased after Yue Zhong. 

Peng!! 

Just as Yue Zhong was about to be sent fleeing by Lina, the clear sound of a gunshot sounded from afar, 

as a bullet made straight for Lina’s head. 

The bright bullet that was enhanced blew through the countless wind protected and shot for in between 

her eyebrows. 

Just as she was about to have her head explode, the treasure Bronze Necklace of Protection flashed with 

a profound light, enveloping here. 

The bullet landed on that green shield and blasted apart the huge green shield. 

A gust of wind blew past, and the smoke was blown away, revealing Lina whose hair had been split 

apart, her face bearing 2 new scars and her clothes in shambles. 

From afar, the number one sniper Bai He under Yue Zhong’s forces eyed Lina coldly from atop a tree in 

the distance, leaping down as he moved towards another location. 

Chapter 669: Hitting the Apostles Hard! 

 

Lina managed to block that powerful shot, her beautiful eyes finally gleaming with a cold light. As an 

Apostle, she was one of the toughest and strongest, but against Yue Zhong’s elites, she actually felt a 

sense of threat to her own life. 

The fact that she could kill 8 high-level Evolvers while under the joint attacks of Yue Zhong, Hu-er Ran 

and the rest of the 60 Evolvers proved that she was strong with no doubt. 

If there was no Yue Zhong, Hu-er Ran or Bai He, Lina could definitely slaughter the rest of the 60 

Evolvers. 

After she blocked that terrifying sniper shot, with a flash of her body, she disappeared from her original 

location. 

A few laser beams shot past Lina’s shadow. 



Other than Bai He, there were a few other top snipers amongst Yue Zhong’s subordinates. It was just 

that they didn’t possess the uncanny skills and abilities of Bai He. Compared to him, they were not as 

good, and because of that, they didn’t manage to hit Lina. 

Yue Zhong watched Lina disappear, his eyes flashing with a vicious glint. He immediately channeled his 

Dark Dou Qi, and the dark layer of energy started to envelop his body, and he disappeared from his 

location as well. 

At the next instant, Yue Zhong had already leaped into the air, appearing beside Lina, and sending a 

powerful, oppressive fist right at her. 

"Seeking death!" Lina noticed that Yue Zhong had appeared and her eyes also flashed with a fierce glint. 

Her fair hands pointed at Yue Zhong, and multiple wind blades shot at him. 

"Die for me!" As numerous wind blades blasted Yue Zhong’s body, it caused his Bone Carapace to be 

chipped away. Many black bone chips were shattered, however, under the protection of his twice 

enhanced Dark Dou Qi, his defense was still pretty tough. It withstood the multitude of wind blades, and 

he charged right at her, sending a fierce fist at her face. 

As she was about to be blasted right in the face, Lina flipped her hands, and a white shield appeared 

again to block in front of her. 

"Break for me!!" Yue Zhong yelled out in anger, and his right fist was enveloped by his powerful Devil 

Flame, slamming into the white shield. 

The terrifying Second Order Devil Flame burst out, causing the white shield to shatter. At the moment of 

its destruction, Yue Zhong sent a sharp bone spike out from his fist right at Lina. As long as it penetrated 

her face, he could instantly kill this Apostle from the Kingdom of God. 

Lina had never expected Yue Zhong’s attacks to be so insidious. Her face flashed with a trace of shock, 

and at this critical juncture, she burst forth with her terrifying strength as an Apostle. With a thought, a 

gust of wind slapped into the bone spike, sending it off target. 

The spike was broken with that powerful gust of wind, and it brushed past her face, giving her skin a 

deep gash as fresh blood flowed. 

Lina relied on her strength and her experience to break away from Yue Zhong’s strike when an even 

more dangerous premonition arose in her heart immediately after. She activated her control over the 

wind to dodge to another side. 

Peng!! 

Following the loud and clear sound of a gunshot, a bullet that was enhanced shot over, blasting onto her 

left hand. 

If it were under any normal circumstances, she would have been able to dodge the bullet of snipers. 

However, right in front of her, Yue Zhong was an opponent she could not afford to underestimate. Her 

attention was wholly on him, and hence, her left hand had been taken out. 

Even then, she was truly an elite of the Kingdom of God, at the first moment, she had flown even further 

into the sky, shooting a glare of hatred at Yue Zhong, before flying away into the distance. 



Yue Zhong landed from the sky as he watched Lina fly away with a glint in his eyes, "What a pity! If only I 

could fly!" 

As a Dark Knight, it was likely that further down the evolution line, he could possibly gain some flight-

related abilities. However, as of now, it was rare for most others to gain flight. The few skills that could 

do so were wind-related. 

The moment Lina fled, Yue Zhong turned to face Harriman, who was being beaten by Yin Shuang, as he 

continued to spit blood and retreat. 

Harriman was truly an existence that even Hu-er Ran could not take on. However, Yin Shuang was a life 

form that was borne out of the Mutant Infected Womb, and she used her Strength and Agility to 

suppress Harriman entirely. If it wasn’t for his ability to fly, Yin Shuang would have pummeled him to 

death long ago. 

Harriman saw that Lina had fled, and his eyes flashed. He gritted his teeth and spat out a mouthful of his 

blood essence, as his wings shone with strange runes. As he flapped them, his entire person turned into 

a terrifying beam of black light that shot through the clouds and disappeared. 

The skill he used was a Level 4 Blood Escape skill, which only those with demon blood or dark-related 

classes could use. When used, the person could immediately get away from the battlefield with insane 

speed, likewise, the aftermath of the usage was horrendous, causing the user to only recover his or her 

optimal fighting strength after half a year. 

"Shit!" Yin Shuang watched Harriman escape, as she sighed in frustration. Although her power was 

beyond imagination, she could not fly, and could only watch as Harriman fled. 

Yin Shuang returned to Yue Zhong’s side, her face slightly downcast as she spoke somewhat dispiritedly, 

"Father, sorry, Yin Shuang did not manage to kill the bad guy." 

Yue Zhong reached out to ruffle her head and chuckled, "It’s alright! Yin Shuang has done well!" 

Yin Shuang immediately broke into a bright smile, "Hehe! Father has praised me!" 

Under this strange education by Yue Zhong, Yin Shuang had become even more fearsome, to the point 

of not blinking when she took lives. 

Bai Xiao Sheng came up to Yue Zhong, his face contorted in grief, "Leader! We lost 23 brothers!!" 

Harriman and Lina were simply too ferocious, under the crazy assault, they were still able to kill 23 of 

Yue Zhong’s Evolvers. Many of them were old comrades that had followed Yue Zhong for a long time, 

through Japan, Country A, Guang Xi, the Central Plains, and they were sadly killed by Harriman and Lina. 

Yue Zhong was filled with rage, as he gritted his teeth, "They will not die in vain! I will make those 

bastards pay the price of blood!" 

The moment the 2 Apostles fled, the rest of the Outer Mongolia crumbled, and the soldiers fled in 

different directions, while many others surrendered. 



They weren’t fighters in the first place, and after the apocalypse, they were even more untouched and 

had not really experienced any battles. With Yue Zhong’s night raid, they had killed over 6,000 soldiers, 

with 3,000 that escaped, and another 20,000 that surrendered. 

They had 30,000 assault rifles, a dozen tanks, a hundred over machine gun-mounted vehicles, and some 

tens of assault helicopters. All these fell right into Yue Zhong’s hands, together with their resources and 

flocks. 

Regardless of how advanced the weaponry was, the users were still humans. If the 30,000 Mongolian 

soldiers were like the elites of Kingdom of God, they would have given Yue Zhong some trouble. 

"Damn it!! Damn Yue Zhong, you actually injured me to this extent!! I will not let you off!!" Within a 

forest of the Central Plains, Harriman’s face was pale, as he cursed out. By now, he had dissolved the 

Demon Transformation, and he looked extremely weak. 

Lina looked at her disembodied left hand, bearing the pain as she cursed, "He has already defeated the 

troops and gain all their equipment. In this region, no power could possibly stand up to him. What other 

means can we use?" 

Harriman could not help but burst out in unhappiness, "Those Outer Mongolians were a bunch of trash!! 

30,000 and they were actually defeated so easily! Fools!! Useless!! What were the Elders thinking, using 

those clowns?! To even give them the resources from Russia as well. Now they are all in Yue Zhong’s 

hands, it’s going to be tougher!!" 

No one could have expected the Outer Mongolians to crumble so easily. Even Yue Zhong who had 

launched the night raid did not think he could have won so easily. 

After the night battle, with the resources in hands, Yue Zhong was truly like a tiger that grew wings. 

Since he had expended a lot of resources in the battle with the zombies, he had suddenly gained a refill. 

Since the Kingdom of God controlled a large part of the Earth, their resources were truly magnificent. In 

order to defeat Yue Zhong, they had deployed a lot of resources and weapons. Now they had ended up 

in his hands, and he could arm 3 regiments with them. 

Lina’s face was sullen as she replied slowly, "There’re many experts by his side. It would be hard for the 

2 of us to deal with him. We definitely need to activate at least 12 Divine Envoys and 36 backup Envoys. 

Maybe an additional Adjudicator troop as well." 

Chapter 670: Erek! 

 

Lina, Harriman were 2 of the strongest amongst the Kingdom of God elites, and few could measure up to 

them amongst Yue Zhong’s people, other than Yin Shuang. 

However, this time, they had suffered such a loss because the 8 Divine Envoys had died before they 

could even exhibit anything. 

The original number of Judges by their side did not number more than 50, and before they had even 

reacted, they had been assassinated one by one by Tenpyo Saka. Because of this, Lina and Harriman 

were ambushed by Yue Zhong’s forces. 



Harriman thought of Yin Shuang and his eyes flashed with trepidation, "What was that little girl by his 

side? How is she so terrifying? Even after my Demon Transformation, I could not even compare with 

her!" 

Whenever Harriman shifted to his Second Order Demon form, he was extremely tough, even heavy 

caliber bullets could not pierce him. Grenades would just cause him to be scratched slightly. Yet, his 

resilient body could not even withstand a single hit from Yin Shuang, and he could not help but feel 

some fear towards her. 

Lina replied softly, "There was nothing in the intelligence report. At first, it seemed like she was one of 

his favorites that he kept around him. Seems like it is more than that. If she isn’t a powerful Evolver, 

she’s likely an intelligent biological life form from the apocalypse." 

Harriman’s eyes flashed with shock, "Highly intelligent being? Like that strange thing in South America? 

She’s actually something like that?" 

Since the Kingdom of God was active all around the world, they knew many things. 

Lina’s reply was solemn, "That’s right! 3 of our units had been wiped out by such a being over at South 

America. It seems that everything had collapsed over there, and there’s no human resistance any longer. 

It’s a playground for the zombies." 

South America was originally an important location to the Kingdom of God, and yet, it had actually 

become a zombie-land. Hearing this, Harriman frowned. 

As one of the Apostles, he had always gained his intelligence easily. Therefore, he would rather focus on 

drugs and women. 

In the end, he was only aware of little things that were going on. He knew that there were biological 

entities similar to Yin Shuang over at South America, but did not know that the forces of the Kingdom of 

God over there had already fallen. 

With the flow of time, zombies and Mutant Beasts would evolve constantly. The Kingdom of God had 

made use of their intelligence and people to expand quickly. However, they discovered that their 

enemies grew, and were stronger as well. 

Some of them were the local hegemons, like Yue Zhong or Hu-er Ran. However, some were zombies and 

Mutant Beasts. Even a horde of over millions in numbers would give the Kingdom of God a headache. 

Many of their troops had been run over by the terrifying zombies. 

Harriman looked up at the sky, "Regardless! We have to head back first! I would need to spend at least a 

month in the Recovery Pod." 

There were the sounds of helicopter motors roaring, as a Thunder Fighter arrived at their location. 

Both of them had GPS capabilities in their suits, as long as they did not lose them, they could receive 

reinforcements easily. 

Harriman and Lina had not gone long, but the results of their battle had traveled to the headquarters in 

Europe. 



This news caused a tremor amongst the upper echelons of the Kingdom of God. After all, in order to 

ensure success, they had not sent any troops directly, but they had still provided a hefty amount of 

resources and equipment on the Outer Mongolians. 

After losing their weapons, their military might suffer by about 70% over at Outer Mongolia and Russia. 

Furthermore, there was no other chess piece they could utilize against Yue Zhong anymore. 

"Those damn Outer Mongolians, what a bunch of fools!! We’ve given them so much help, yet they lost 

so badly! What trash!" 

"They’re worse than the Vietnamese. Why did we work together with them in the first place?! We must 

have been blind!" 

"With their defeat, our power in the East has already suffered. How can we prevent that tyrant Yue 

Zhong from expanding?" 

"I feel we should deploy our elite troops in India, and send at least 5 army corps over to the Central 

Plains. There’s already such enmity between us, it is the best chance to eradicate him!" 

"No way! We’re still consolidating our power at India! Furthermore, it’s a haven of resources there! If 

we were to deploy so many of our troops, the local powers will rebel!" 

"Then do we just let Yue Zhong do as he wants? Based on the satellites, he had already conquered Ba 

Yan City and Bao Xi City in Mongol! If he continues like this, his power would only grow, he already has a 

quarter of the entire China in his hands! Sooner or later, he would become the only power of the entire 

China. It won’t good news to us by then!" 

"Yue Zhong’s power has already consolidated, I feel we shouldn’t invest any more troops over there. If 

it’s too little, there’s no way to fight, too many, and our other locations will suffer. We need to focus our 

strength and eradicate the zombies over at Germany. We haven’t fully dealt with the situation over 

there." 

Germany had about 80 million zombies, and such a number was basically a nightmare to any power. The 

Kingdom of God had established plenty of bases everywhere, however, they only managed to conquer a 

few industrial cities locally. 

It was not that they didn’t prioritize their local area, but that the Kingdom of God was originally a 

worldwide conglomerate. Due to that, after the apocalypse, they had swiftly utilized their different 

divisions to obtain resources and build up their bases. Since then, while they had responded and 

expanded the fastest, their power was still too widely spread out, and their strength was being chipped 

away little by little. 

In truth, many of the Elders hoped that they could tighten their circle, and redeploy some key personnel 

to deal with the 70 million zombies in Germany, having lowered the number from 80 million. 

However, by transferring personnel, not only did it require the necessary equipment and fuel, the 

various bases would also be affected. Some locations might even be wiped out the moment their people 

were transferred out. 



This caused the head of the Kingdom of God to be in a dilemma. Every location could provide a huge 

amount of resources and people to the main base. That was how the entire faction had grown so 

powerfully in their research and grooming of their Apostles. 

If Yue Zhong had not meddled, the laser gun design would have landed in the hands of the Kingdom of 

God. With their technology, they would have developed the laser guns much faster and armed their 

troops, propelling the might of their soldiers. 

If the Kingdom of God lost their bases outside of the country, after Harriman and Lina were injured, they 

would not have gotten their support. 

Thus, every single base was important to the Kingdom of God. 

"No, I think it should be possible to bargain with him. Benefits of trade between countries. Since he 

already has the qualifications to negotiate with us. The Outer Mongolia and Russia have no way of 

recovering from this defeat. We need to allocate the resources back to our main base." 

Erek roared out with fury, "No!! We must wipe him out! We have to kill this bastard. I recommend 

sending 4 Apostles as well as 2 Judges Corps to deal with him. It would definitely be enough to eradicate 

him. He’s too dangerous, we cannot let this guy continue to live any longer." 

Erek was a staunch supporter of a single power. He wasn’t willing for another hegemon to appear in the 

East, it would not be beneficial to their Kingdom of God. 

After the apocalypse, the current period was where the humans fought to evolve. Erek believed that 

humanity would win the zombies and Mutant Beasts with their intelligence and strength, after that, they 

would then regain their cities and seas. By that time, it would be a struggle between humankind, and he 

did not wish for another contender to rise. 

The Elder Jonas listened to everybody, thinking long and hard before replying, "Erek, you shall head to 

China and work with the Greater China Alliance, and eradicate Yue Zhong. 10th Apostle Wade, 11th 

Apostle Wilson, 12 Divine Envoys, 36 Divine Envoys-in-waiting, a battalion of Judges and 3 battalions of 

Adjudicators will follow you to China. I want Yue Zhong dead!" 

Erek replied in delight, "Yes! Great Elder, I will definitely kill Yue Zhong!!" 

2 Apostles, 12 Divine Envoys, 36 Divine Envoys-in-waiting, a battalion of Judges and 3 battalions of 

Adjudicators was a force that could decimate an entire country. Erek thought of the command of this 

elite troop under him and he trembled with excitement. 

Jonas stared at Erek and spoke coldly, "4 months, if you can’t take him out in 4 months, you can kill 

yourself." 

Erek’s face turned pale, before he regained the ferocity in his eyes, "Yes! Great Elder!" 

 


